The main contribution of this work is to provide an algorithm for the computation of the GCD of 2-D polynomials, based on DFT techniques. The whole theory is implemented via illustrative examples.
Introduction
An interesting problem of algebraic computation is the computation of the greatest common divisor (GCD) of a set of polynomials. The GCD is usually linked with the characterisation of zeros of a polynomial matrix description of a system. The problem of finding the GCD of a set of n polynomials on R[x] of a maximal degree q is a classical problem that has been considered before (Karcanias et al., 2004) . Numerical methods for the GCD (Karcanias et al., 1994; Mitrouli el al., 1993) were also developed. Due to the difficulty in finding the exact GCD of a set of polynomials, approximate algorithms were also developed (Noda et al., 1991) . A comparison of algorithms for the calculation of the GCD of polynomials is given in (Pace et al., 1973) .
The main disadvantage of many algorithms is their complexity. In order to overcome these difficulties, we may use other techniques such as interpolation methods. For example, Schuster et al. (1992) used interpolation techniques in order to find the inverse of a polynomial matrix. The speed of interpolation algorithms can be increased by using Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) techniques or, better, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques. Some of the advantages of DFT based algorithms are that there are very efficient algorithms available in both software and hardware and that they are well suited for parallel environments (through symmetric multiprocessing or other techniques). Karampetakis et al. (2005) used DFT techniques to compute the minimal polynomial of a polynomial matrix, and Paccagnella et al. (1976) used FFT methods for the computation of the determinant of a polynomial matrix.
Here we provide an algorithm for the computation of GCD of 2-D polynomials based on DFT techniques. The proposed algorithm is illustrated via examples.
Computation of the GCD of Bivariate Polynomials via Interpolation
Suppose that we have n polynomials p i (x, y) ∈ R[x, y], i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. These polynomials can be rewritten as
where M 1 (resp. M 2 ) is the greatest power of x (resp. y) in p i (x, y), p i,x (x) ∈ R[x] are relatively coprime, p i,y (y) ∈ R[y] are relatively coprime, p i,x,y (x, y) ∈ R[x, y] are relatively factor coprime with no factors only of x or y, i.e., there are no common factors of p i,x,y (x, y), g x (x) is the GCD of p i,x (x), g y (y) is the GCD of p i,y (y) and g x,y (x, y) is the GCD of p i,x,y (x, y). The greatest powers of the variables x, y in the CGD of p(x, y) are
for the GCD. Thus,
The computation of the GCD is essentially a univariate problem, since we can compute the multivariate GCD by interpolation. The number of the interpolation points (x i , y i ) that we need in order to evaluate p (x, y) or, equivalently, its coefficients p k1,k2 is equal to
A naive approach to evaluate the GCD using interpolation techniques is to make the following steps:
(a) Evaluate the GCDsp k (x, y k ) of the univariate polynomials p i (x, y k ) using known techniques (Karcanias et al., 2004; Karcanias et al., 1994; Mitrouli et al., 1993; Noda et al., 1991; Pace et al., 1973) , where
(b) Apply the values of b 1 + 1 distinct interpolation points x j , j = 0, 1, . . . , b 1 to the polynomials p k (x, y k ) in order to get the values of the approximated GCDp (x, y) at (x j , y k ) , i.e.,
. Herẽ p (x, y) will be the evaluation of p (x, y) with interpolation.
The main drawbacks of the above approach that we have to overcome are twofold:
(a) There is a case where the polynomials p i,x,y (x, y) might not be zero coprime, i.e., there exist points
Therefore, for those values of y k , the GCDsp k (x, y k ) of the univariate polynomials p i (x, y k ) will have an extra factor of (x − x k ), since all the polynomials p i (x, y k ) will vanish for x = x k . Thus, the resulting univariate GCD polynomialsp k (x, y k ) will have extra factors of x, except those of g x (x)g x,y (x, y k ) that will come from the factors of p i,x,y (x, y), see Example 1.
(b) Since the evaluated univariate polynomialsp k (x, y k ) are monic, we lose information from the factors p i,y (y), and thus the evaluated GCD of p (x, y) will have the form
e., the part g y (y) will be missing, see Example 2.
A combination of the above two problems may also exist. In the sequel we give two examples in order to show how the above drawbacks may guide us to unexpected results.
Example 1. Consider the polynomials
Suppose that we are interested in evaluating the GCD of p 1 (x, y) and p 2 (x, y) which is clearly p (x, y) = x + 1.
Step 1. Set
Step 2. Take
Step 3. Determine the GCDsp k (x, y k ) of the polynomials p 1 (x, y k ) , p 2 (x, y k ) , k = 0, 1, where y 0 = −1, y 1 = 1:
However, we know that the GCD of the polynomials p 1 (x, y), p 2 (x, y) is x + 1. This happens since the extra factors (x + y) and (xy + 1) of p 1 (x, y) and p 2 (x, y) , respectively, are not zero coprime. Note that both (x + y) and (xy + 1) vanish at the points (−1, 1) and (1, −1) , and thus at y 0 = 1 (resp. y 1 = −1) we have the extra factor x − x 0 = x + 1 (resp. x − x 1 = x − 1). Thus, if we continue the algorithm by taking the values ofp 0 (x, −1) ,p 1 (x, 1) at x j = −1, 0, 1, i.e.,
that will pass from the above interpolation points will satisfy the following equations:
and thus
which is different from the real GCD p (x, y) = x + 1.
Example 2. Consider two polynomials:
Suppose that we are interested in evaluating the GCD of p 1 (x, y) and p 2 (x, y).
Step 1. Let Step 2 Take
interpolations points:
(1, 1) , (1, 0) , (−1, 1) , (−1, 0).
Step 3. Determine the GCDsp k (x, y k ) of the polynomials p 1 (x, y k ), p 2 (x, y k ) , k = 0, 1, where y 0 = 0, y 1 = 1:p 0 (x, 0) = 1,p 1 (x, 1) = 1.
Since the polynomialsp 1 (x, y k ),p 2 (x, y k ) are monic, they do not include information about the factor y + 1 that is included in the polynomials p 1 (x, y) and p 2 (x, y). Thus, if we continue the algorithm by taking the values of p 0 (x, 0) andp 1 (x, 1) at x j = 0, 1, i.e., In order to overcome the above two drawbacks, we do the following: (a) We select the interpolation points y i (resp. x i ) to be as random as possible. To this end, we select the points y i (resp. x i ) to lie on the vertices of a regular b 2 -gone (resp. b 1 -gone) that is encircled on a circle of a complex plane with the center at the origin and the radius being a random real number c 2 (resp. c 1 ). If we consider the variety V (p 1,x,y , p 2,x,y , . . . , p n,x,y ) defined by the polynomials p i,x,y (x, y) , or otherwise the set of all the solutions (x k , y k ) of equations p i,x,y (x k , y k ) = 0, then the possibility for these points x k (resp. y k ) to have magnitudes equal to a random real number c 1 (resp. c 2 ), as the proposed interpolation points, is zero. An additional reason for the proposed selection of interpolation points is that we need to use a discrete Fourier transform algorithm for the computation of the GCD.
(b) When we calculate the univariate GCD polynomials p k (x, y k ) , we also take into account the product of the highest order coefficients of the polynomials p i (x, y k ) in order to retain all the information concerning the polynomial f y (y), i.e., f y (y) is the product of all the factors of the polynomials p i (x, y) that depend only on y.
In the next section, we present an algorithm based on DFT techniques that use the above two hints in order to overcome the problems presented in the previous two examples.
DFT Computation of the GCD of Bivariate Polynomials
Consider the finite sequence X(k 1 , k 2 ) andX(r 1 , r 2 ), i = 1, 2 and k i , r i = 0, 1, . . . , M i . In order for the sequence X(k 1 , k 2 ) andX(r 1 , r 2 ) to constitute a DFT pair, the following relations should hold:
where
and I represents the imaginary unit. The relation (3) is the forward Fourier transform of X(k 1 , k 2 ) while (4) the inverse Fourier transform ofX(r 1 , r 2 ). Determine two random real numbers c 1 , c 2 and multiply the points 
constitute a forward and an inverse Fourier transform, respectively.
Proof. First note that
whereX(r 1 , r 2 ) is defined in (3). Then, by using (9) and (4), it is easily seen that the relation (8) holds. Indeed,
Therefore, according to Lemma 1, we can always change the interpolation points y k = W k 2 (resp. x k = W k 1 ) belonging to the unit circle with the center at the origin with the pointsỹ k = c 2 W k 2 (resp.x k = c 1 W k 1 ) belonging to a circle with the random radius c 1 (resp. c 2 ) and the same center. Due to the randomness of the new interpolation pointsỹ k (resp.x k ), the probability of the polynomials p i,x,y (x,ỹ k ) to have GCDs other than the unity, or otherwise the probability that the interpolation points (x k ,ỹ k ) vanish all the polynomials p i,x,y (x, y) is zero. In that way, we can solve the first problem presented in the previous section.
Consider n polynomials p i (x, y) ∈ R[x, y], i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 of the form (1) and defineb i , i = 1, 2 as follows:
for the GCD. In the following, we shall propose an algorithm for the computation of the polynomial
for the GCD that comes from the polynomials p i (x, y) , i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 using the discrete Fourier transform.
Herep(x, y) can be numerically computed via interpolation using the following R 1 = (b 1 + 1)(b 2 + 1) points:
where c i , i = 1, 2 are random real numbers. In order to evaluate the coefficientsp k1,k2 , (a) we determine the GCDp r2 (x, u 2 (r 2 )) , r 2 = 0, 1, . . . ,b 2 of the polynomials p i (x, u 2 (r 2 )) , i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 by using known algorithms for univariate polynomials, and (b) we multiply each polynomialp r2 (x, u 2 (r 2 )) by the product of the highest order coefficients of the polynomials p i (x, u 2 (r 2 )) and thus get the polynomials p r2 (x, u 2 (r 2 )). In this way, we succeed to take the product n−1 i=0 p i,y (y) in the final result.
Then, applying u 1 (r 1 ), r 1 = 0, 1, . . . ,b 1 in the above polynomials, we takẽ
From (11) and (13) we get
Note that [p l1,l2 ] and [p r1,r2 ] form a DFT pair, and thus using (4) we derive the coefficients of (11), i.e.,
where l i = 0, . . . ,b i and i = 1, 2.
We can now present the following algorithm:
Step 1. Calculate the number R 1 = (b 1 + 1)(b 2 + 1) of interpolation points.
Step 2. Compute R 1 points (u 1 (r 1 ), u 2 (r 2 )) for r i = 0, 1, . . . ,b i and i = 1, 2 as defined by (12).
Step 3. Determine the polynomialsp r2 (x, u 2 (r 2 )) , r 2 = 0, 1, . . . ,b 2 .
Step 4. Determine the values
for r i = 0, 1, . . . ,b i and i = 1, 2.
Since p 1 (−5I, y) = y(−5I + y)(1 + y),
we getq 3 (−5I,y) = y(−5I +y) × 1 × (1 − 5I) = (1 − 5I)y(−5I + y).
Then the values of each polynomial at u 2 (r 2 ) arẽ q 0,0 = 300,q 1,0 = −100 + 150I, q 0,1 = −150 + 150I,q 1,1 = −50 − 250I, q 0,2 = 0,q 1,2 = 150 + 100I, q 0,3 = −150 − 150I,q 1,3 = 0, q 2,0 = 0,q 3,0 = −100 − 150I, q 2,1 = 100 + 100I,q 3,1 = 0, q 2,2 = −200,q 3,2 = 150 − 100j, q 2,3 = 100 − 100I,q 3,3 = −50 + 250I, and thus the valuesq r1,r2 in (13) are constructed.
Step 2.4. Use the inverse DFT (14) for the pointsq r1,r2 in order to construct the values 
Conclusions
An algorithm for the computation of the GCD of twovariable polynomials have been developed based on DFT techniques. It inherits its main advantages of speed and robustness from DFT techniques. The above algorithm can be extended to the 2-D polynomial matrix case by using existing methods of the computation of the GCD of 1-D polynomial matrices. A similar algorithm can also be applied for the computation of the least common multiple of 2-D polynomials and polynomial matrices.
